
Survive the Monsters: How to Breed and
Protect Your Camp in the Face of Hordes
In the face of hordes of monsters, survival is your ultimate goal. And in the
game Survive the Monsters, breeding is one of the most important aspects
of survival. By breeding, you can create a stronger and more resilient army
to defend your camp against the waves of monsters.
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How to Breed

To breed, you need to have two adult monsters of the same type. You can
find monsters in the wild or you can breed them yourself. To breed
monsters, simply select the two monsters you want to breed and then click
on the "Breed" button. The breeding process will take some time, and the
resulting monster will be a combination of the two parents.

The type of monster that you breed will determine its stats and abilities. For
example, breeding two strong monsters will result in a stronger monster.
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Breeding two fast monsters will result in a faster monster. And breeding two
ranged monsters will result in a ranged monster.

How to Protect Your Camp

Once you have bred a strong army, you need to protect your camp from the
hordes of monsters. To do this, you will need to build and upgrade your
camp. You can build walls, towers, and other defenses to keep the
monsters out.

You can also craft weapons and armor for your monsters to make them
stronger. And you can train your monsters to improve their stats and
abilities.

Strategy and Tips

Here are some tips for surviving the monsters and breeding a strong army:

Always be breeding new monsters. The more monsters you have, the
better your chances of survival.

Upgrade your camp regularly. The stronger your camp, the harder it
will be for the monsters to break in.

Craft weapons and armor for your monsters. The better your monsters
are equipped, the more damage they will be able to do.

Train your monsters regularly. The more trained your monsters are, the
better their stats and abilities will be.

Be patient. Surviving the monsters takes time and effort. Don't give up
if you don't succeed at first.



Breeding is an essential part of survival in Survive the Monsters. By
breeding, you can create a stronger and more resilient army to defend your
camp against the hordes of monsters. Follow the tips in this guide to help
you survive the monsters and breed a powerful army.
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The Proven Step Plan To Stop Picky Eating,
Solve Feeding Problems, And Expand Your
Child's Food Repertoire
Picky eating is a common challenge for parents and children alike. It can
be frustrating for parents who want their children to eat a...
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The Diabetics Menu: Your Low Carb Options
If you're living with diabetes, you may be wondering what your low-carb
options are. This article will provide you with a comprehensive diabetics
menu that includes a wide...
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